Sustained cell body reactivity and loss of NeuN in a subset of axotomized bulbospinal neurons after a chronic high cervical spinal cord injury.
Following central nervous system lesion, the ability of injured axons to regrowth may depend on the level and duration of the injured cell body response (CBR). Therefore, to investigate whether axotomized brainstem neurons maintain a durable growth-competent state after spinal cord injury, we studied the effect of a chronic C2 hemisection in rats on the expression of various CBR markers involved in axon regeneration, such as c-Jun, ATF-3, HSP27, NO synthase (NOS), and also of the neural mature phenotype marker NeuN, in the bulbospinal respiratory neurons as compared to the gigantocellularis nucleus. Both at 7 and 30 days post-lesion (DPL), c-Jun and HSP27 were present in, respectively, ~60 and ~20% of the axotomized respiratory neurons, whereas the apoptotic factor caspase 3 was not detected in these cells. NOS appeared belatedly, and it was detected in ~20% of the axotomized respiratory neurons at 30DPL. At 30DPL, these different CBR markers were strongly colocalized in a sub-population of axotomized respiratory neurons and also in a sub-population of injured neurons within the gigantocellularis nucleus. Such CBR was also accompanied by a sustained alteration of the neural mature phenotype, as indicated by a loss of NeuN immunoreactivity selectively in HSP27+ bulbospinal neurons at 7DPL and 30DPL. Altogether, this study shows that a subset of axotomized medullary respiratory neurons remains in a growth-competent state after a chronic injury, suggesting that they may play a preferential role in long-lasting respiratory neuroplasticity processes.